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Bringing out the STAR in kids! 
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Thanks for having your child participate in our So You Wanna Be A Magician program.  These 

notes are provided to help you assist you child in mastering the tricks. The notes are based on 

our 30 hour camp. If your program is less hours, not all this material will be covered, so some 

of it will be extra. If you have questions on anything, please let us know. 314-961-6912  

info@abrakid.com   Good luck! 

 

mailto:info@abrakid.com


Color Sense Wands 

 

Effect:  Magician shows 3 different color wands. She turns around and asks spectator to hand her 1 behind her 

back, and hide the other 2.  Magician turns back around to face spectator, with a wand behind her back.  She 

correctly names the color of the wand!  This can be repeated 1-2x.  

 

Props:  Set of 3 mini wands 

 

Secret:  You can tell which color wand you have by turning the tips.  If both tips turn, you have the blue wand..  

If just 1 tip turns, you have green.  If 0 tips turn, you have red.  

 

Presentation:  “Did you know that I can feel colors with my fingers?  Let me show you.  Here are 3 different 

colored wands.  I’ll turn around.  Can you hand me 1 wand behind my back.  Then put the other 2 behind your 

back so I cannot see them.  (Spec hands you one behind your back.  Turn around to face him.  Twist the tips 

behind your back so you know the color.)  Any particular reason you gave me this one?  The reason I ask is that 

red is one of my favorite colors!  (Pull it out from behind your back to show it’s red.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tip: 

How to remember how many turns represent which color?  Both turning is Blue.  (“Both” and “Blue” each start 

with the same letter, B.)  0 turns = stop, or red, at a stoplight.  1 turn=go at a stoplight, which is green.    

 

 



Growing Bill 
 

Effect:  You hold between your hands a (play) dollar bill (photo 1).  Instantly it changes to a jumbo bill 4x 

bigger (photo 2)!   

 

Props:  Growing Bill, which has a jumbo bill folded & attached to the back of a regular size play bill.   

 

Secret:  The large bill is folded up and attached to the back of the small bill (photo 3).  When you open up the 

large bill, the small bill goes behind it, making it appear that the small one has grown! 

  

Preparation:  Fold up the large bill behind the small one.  Fold the 2 top corners of the large bill as shown in 

photo 3.  

 

Mechanics: 

1. Show the small bill to the audience.  The large bill is folded up behind.  Thumb and first finger of each 

hand hold a top corner of the large, folded bill (photo 4).     

2. Pull your hands gently apart, opening the large bill.  As you do, to mask this, move the bill up, then 

down.  The large bill opens between your hands (photo 2) with the small bill hidden behind in. 

   

Presentation:   

 

 “The other day my mom gave me my allowance.  (Show small dollar bill as described in Mechanics #1 above.)  

I said, ‘Mom, I’d like to start making big bucks.’  She said, ‘OK, here.’  I said, ‘Mom, that wasn’t what I had in 

mind.’  But she had already left the room!”   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wand-Coin Trick 
 

Effect:  You place a penny in your left hand, tap the hand with a wand, and the coin vanishes. You 

reproduce it behind a spectator’s ear!  
 

Props:  a penny and a mini (4”) magic wand (you can use 1 of the color sense wands). 
 

Secret:  You pretend to put the coin in your left hand (LH), but actually retain it in your right hand (RH).   
 

Handling:   
1. To start, place the wand in your right pants pocket.  (If you don’t have a pocket, put it in your case.)  Hold the 

penny on edge between the right thumb and first finger (photo #1).  

2. The right hand comes over to put the coin in the palm up left hand.  But instead, pinch the penny between your 

right thumb & 1st finger (photo #2), keeping it in RH.  Left hand closes, supposedly with the coin.  Believe it is 

there and it’s more convincing.  

3. RH grabs the wand, concealing the penny in your right fist, and taps LH.   

4. Open LH to show penny is gone!   

5. LH grabs the wand as RH pulls the coin from behind the spectator’s ear.  Display coin at the finger tips as you 

produce it.   
 

Presentation:  “This looks like an ordinary penny, doesn’t it?  But if I put it in my hand (supposedly) and 

tap it with my magic wand, it disappears.  I lose more money that way.  But wait a minute.  What is that 

behind your ear?  I’ll have to keep a close eye on you!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

Easier Method:    Don’t reproduce it behind a spectator’s ear.  Just vanish it.  When the right hand goes to your 

pocket (or case) to grab the wand, leave the coin there.  I.e. ditch the coin when you go for the wand.

Photo #1 

 

 
Photo #3 

 

 
Photo #2 

 



Mind Reading Swami Trick (extra) 
 

Effect:  You introduce your assistant, The Great Swami, who has magical powers.  Swami goes out of the room, and a 

spectator touches any object, which everyone (except Swami) sees.  You call Swami back in and point to various objects, 

asking “Was it this?”, “Was it this?”, …  Swami identifies the chosen object! 

 

Props:  None.  

 

Secret:  Prior to the performance, tell Swami to say ‘yes’ after you touch something white.  You touch something white 

right before you touch the chosen object!  (The secret color can be any color that is common in the room.  White is 

generally a safe choice.) 

 

Presentation:  “Did you know that there is someone in this room who has the greatest mind in the world?  She is sitting 

right over…there! (point to someone).  Can you come up here, please.  A round of applause for the Great Swami!   

 

I will ask someone to touch any object.  Then Swami will tell you what it is, even though she was not looking.  Do you 

think she can do that?  First I will hypnotize the Swami.  While I’m doing that, be thinking of an object.   

(To Swami)  Your eyes are getting heavier.  Your nose is getting heavier.  You are in a very deep trance!  Turn around, 

Swami, so you cannot see what item is selected. 

 

The Great Swami is in a deep trance.  I need a volunteer.  You, sir. Please touch any object.  (Make sure everyone can see 

it.)  I shall now summon the Great Swami.  Swami!  (Swami turns around.)  A round of applause for the Great Swami.  

Swami, this gentleman has touched an object.  Can you gaze into his eyes, concentrate.  Was it this?  This?  This? (touch 

something white)  This (yes). Was she right?  (yes)  A round of applause for the magnificent Swami.”   

 

(If they yell that they know how it was done—e.g. that it was the 4th object, I’ll repeat it.  After an object is touched, I ask 

them what number they want me to touch it on.  If they say 1, I say Swami needs to get warmed up.  Make it between 2 

and, say, 7.) 

 

Teaching Points: 

• Be sure to have them “touch” any object, as opposed to “point to” an object, as the latter could be ambiguous. 

Also, to involve the audience, they all need to clearly see what was touched.  

• Re secret color, I’ve said white here.  You may choose any color commonly found in the room.  

• It is best that Swami know what to do in advance.  You can teach him “on the fly” as you put him out of the room, 

or turn his back.  But if he knows in advance, even better.  



Tube ‘n Beads 

 

Effect:  3 beads change order when they go into a tube.  The green one goes in last, but when the tube is lifted, 

the green one is first! 

 

Props:  Tube, a green, red, & blue bead, and a secret extra green bead. 

 

Secret:  There is an extra green bead in the tube.  It’s slightly wider than the others, so it lodges on the small lip 

in the middle of the tube.  When the tube with the hidden green bead in it is turned upside down, the green bead 

winds up on the bottom.  You drop the red, blue, then green beads in the top.  When you lift the tube, the green 

bead shows on the bottom (and the 2nd green bead lodges in the middle of the tube). 

 

Mechanics: Start with tube standing upright on the table with a green bead in the middle.  The other 3 beads are 

on the table.  Right hand picks up the tube, turns it upside down, and sets it on the left 3rd finger, as tube is held 

in left fingers.  (If you set the tube on the table, the bead might clink, revealing its presence.)  Right hand drops 

the 3 beads in, dropping in the green bead last.  Left hand sets tube on the table, sliding 3rd finger out.  Lift tube 

to show green bead has gone to the bottom. 

 

Presentation:  Start with extra green bead in middle of the tube, which stands upright on the table, with the 3 

beads beside it.  “At lunch time at school we get in line.  My friend (red bead) gets in line first.  I (blue bead) go 

2nd.  (Drop these 2 beads in.)  George Green, the bully, gets in line last.  But being a bully, he always pushes his 

way to the front.  So when we lift up the tube, somehow George Green has bullied himself to the front of the 

line!”  (Lift tube, showing stack of 3 beads with green on bottom.)   

 

Teaching Tip:  Practice lifting the tube with the beads stacked, without knocking them over.  

 

Challenge Version:  Do the trick 3x.  The first 2x are the same.  The bully keeps coming to the front.  The last 

time, the bully gets called to the principal’s office—i.e. put in your pant pocket.  After the principal talks to the 

bully, he leaves the office—disappears from the pocket—and appears in the tube behind the others.   

 

To show the pocket empty:  Put the bead in the upper corner of the right or left front pocket.  Pull the pocket 

lining out to show it empty.  The bead stays lodged in the upper, inside corner, hidden when you show the 

pocket empty.   

 

To make the green one appear on top:  After doing it 2x, you are left with a green bead in the middle of the tube 

as you lift it to show the green bead went to the bottom.  Drop the red & blue beads in the top.  Turn the tube 

over & set it on the table.  After you make the green bead in your pocket vanish, when you lift the tube, the 

green bead will be on top. 

 



A Magical Dream (stamp prediction) 
 

Effect: You show a post card you are wanting to mail.  Spectator picks 1 stamp from many different ones in an 

envelope.  You turn over the post card, showing that it has the same stamp the spectator picked! 
 

Props:  Envelope, 15 assorted stamps, 15 1 cent stamps, a 3”x5” post card, & a blank 1/3 sheet of white paper. 
 

Secret:  Although it seems like the spectator has a free choice of stamps, you force him to choose the 1 cent 

stamp.  There are 2 compartments in your envelope.  1 side has assorted stamps, which you show.  The other 

side has all the same stamp (1 cent), which you have the spectator select from. 

 

Preparation:  
• Put the 1/3 sheet of blank paper in your envelope, forming 2 compartments. 

• Afix one 1 cent stamp to the post card on the address (blank) side in the upper right corner.  

• Put the assorted stamps on 1 side, and 1 cent stamps on the other. 

• Put the post card in your envelope & you are ready to go!  
 

 

Presentation:  “’Do you ever have dreams?  I had one the other night that I want to tell you about.  I dreamt that 

I was at sleepaway camp.  I wrote a postcard to my mom.  (Show postcard, message side.)  ‘Dear Mom:  Having 

fun. Send food!  Love, Me’.  I was busy at camp, so I thought I’d be brief and to the point.  (Set postcard down 

on the table, message side up.)   

 

You were in the dream too, actually.  I needed to put a stamp on the card.  I had a bunch of different ones. 

(Show several of the assorted stamps.  Drop back in the envelope.)  Would you reach in and pick out a stamp.  

Just 1 stamp please.  (Hold envelope up for spectator to pick a stamp.  Don’t let him see, just have him reach in 

without looking inside.  You hold the compartment with the 1 cent stamps wide open so he can only reach in 

that compartment. Spectator picks 1 of the 1 cent stamps.)   

 

Which one did you select?  Ah, the green, 1 cent stamp.  Interesting.  Do you know why?  Because in my 

dream, that was the exact stamp that I selected too!”  (Turn over postcard & show stamp that spectator selected 

is affixed to card!)   

 

 

 

  



DA-DA-DA-DA Gag Trick (extra) 
 

Effect:  You do some silly magic using just your fingers.   

 

Props:  None 

 

Mechanics:  

1. Show both hands in fists with index fingers only up.  Hit the hands together & make it look like a 

finger has jumped to the other hand!  I.e. the right index finger tucks back into the fist, while the 

left hand now shows 2 fingers.   

2. Show 2 rings, 1 in each hand.  (i.e. thumb & 1st finger form a ring.)  Put them behind your head.  

Come out showing they have linked!   

 

Presentation:   You can present this to music.  E.g. Da-da-da-da, da-da-da-da…   Or you can talk if you prefer.   

                        Can you come up with any additional bits to add?   



Cups & Balls 
 

Effect:  Many sports use balls.  At the baseball game, on the scoreboard they often play the 3 shell game.  In 

keeping with these traditions, here is a trick with balls and 3 cups!  The effect:  One at a time, three balls each 

penetrate solid cups in this classic of magic. 
 

Props:  3 styrofoam coffee cups and 4 fluffy balls (poms).  (In emergency, use crumpled sheets of paper.) 
 

Setup:  Stack the 3 cups mouth up.  Put 3 balls in the top cup & 1 in the middle cup.  (photo 1)  
 

Performance:  (the phases are all very similar) 

• Phase 1, first ball: 

o Pick up the stack of cups.  “This is a trick with 3 balls (dump them out on the table) & 3 cups.”  

As you say “3 cups”, set them in a row on the table, mouth down, behind the balls.  Always pull 

out the bottom cup first and work your way up.  (photos 2 & 3) 

o “Point to any ball.  (Take a ball other than the one they pointed to.)  OK, fine.”  Put it on top of 

the middle cup.  (photo 4)  Place the other 2 cups on top of the middle one.  (photo 5)  

o Say “Abra-Kid-Abra”, tap the top cup.  Lift up the stack of cups to reveal that the ball has 

penetrated to the bottom!   

• Phase 2, second ball:   

o “Now I know what you’re thinking.  He made 1 ball go through.  But can he do it with 2?  I’m 

glad you asked me that…” 

o Turn the stack of 3 cups mouth up.  Pulling from the bottom, set the cups mouth down in a row 

from side to side on the table, with the middle cup (with the extra ball) covering the ball that just 

penetrated.  (There are 2 balls under the middle cup. Audience thinks one.)    

o Ask the spectator to point to a ball.  Take the other one & set it atop the middle cup.   

o Cover the middle cup with the other 2 cups.  Tap, say “Abra-Kid-Abra”, and lift up the stack of 

cups to reveal 2 balls.  The 2nd ball has penetrated.   

• Phase 3, third ball 

o Repeat phase 2.  Cover the 2 balls that you just showed with the middle cup (making, secretly, 3 

balls under there now—the audience thinks there are 2).   

o Tell the spectator to point to any ball.  (There’s only 1 left!)  You do, of course, take the one they 

pointed to this time.  

o When you finish, all 3 balls have penetrated.   

o Turn the 3 cups stacked together mouth up.  Drop the 3 balls in the top cup.  Take your bow.  

(The secret 4th ball is hidden in the middle cup.)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Teaching Points: 

• The key move is:  When the cups are stacked & you’re setting them in a row on the table, always pull 

from the bottom.  Why?  If you pull from the top, someone may glimpse the ball in the middle cup.  Not 

so if you pull from the bottom.  

• When you set the 3 cups down, they should all be set down with the same cadence.  Make sure you 

aren’t setting the one with the secret ball down quickly—as this arouses suspicion.  

• The middle cup goes down each time over the ball(s) that have just penetrated through.   

• Be sure the balls (that haven’t penetrated yet) are in front of you, & the cups get set behind the balls.   

• Taking a different ball from the one the spectator points to is just a cute little gag.  Not required, but it 

helps break the monotony of the same trick happening 3x.   

• Some kids will want to finish the routine by making a 4th ball appear.  E.g. putting an invisible ball on 

the cup, stacking them, & now 4 balls are there.  Some argue that this is a nice finale.  Others (myself 

included) feel that this tips the trick by letting the audience know there are 4 balls; therefore, better to 

not do this.   

  



Cup Betchas 
 

ODDBALL 

 

Challenge:  Can you put 4 balls in 3 cups such that there is an odd number of balls in each cup?  (All balls must 

be put in the cups, and each cup must contain at least 1 ball.) 

 

Props:  4 balls & 3 cups. 

 

Secret:   Set the cups mouth up.  Put 2, 1, and 1 ball into the cups respectively.  Put a cup with 1 ball into the 

cup with 2 balls.   

 

Note:  You can also use 6 balls made from napkins balled up, or coins or any small objects. 

 

 

 

3 CUPS AND A BILL 

 

Challenge:  Can you put a dollar bill balanced atop 2 cups, and balance the 3rd cup atop the bill?  (The cup 

balanced on top cannot be on top of either of the 2 base cups.) 

 

Props:  3 cups & a play bill. 

 

Secret:  Put the 3 cups mouth down.  Accordian pleat the bill lengthwise, then set it atop the 2 end cups. Set the 

middle cup atop the bill. 

 

 

 

3 GUESSES 

 

Effect:  Ask a spectator to think of an odd number between 1 and 50, with different digits (e.g. not 33).  Have 

her jot it on a slip of paper.  Have her fold the paper and put it under a cup, so you can’t see it.  Claim you will 

attempt to guess what is on the paper.  You get 3 guesses.  Guess 37.  If correct, take a bow, you’ve apparently 

done a miracle!  Otherwise, make a 2nd guess re what is on the paper:  35.  Again, if you are right, take a bow.  

If not, make your 3rd guess:  the cup!   

 

Props:  1 cup, paper, and pencil.   

 

Note:  37 and 35 are commonly thought of numbers.  If they think of 1 of these, you’ve got a great trick!  If not, 

you have a funny gag.  If you don’t have a cup, you can have the spectator put her hand on the paper—in which 

case your last guess would, of course, be “your hand”.   

 



Birthday Mind Reader 
 

Effect:  Spectator is asked to think of a month—perhaps the month she was born 

(if magician doesn’t know this).  Magician shows spectator a card with several 

boxes, each with the names of different months, & asks which boxes spectator’s 

month is in.  Magician then tells spectator the month she is thinking of! 

 

Props:  Birthday Prediction card for each student (4x6, color-both sides).  Large 

version for the show.   

 

Secret:  The magician notes which of the 4 boxes the spectator’s month is in.  He 

notes the corresponding numbers in 4 boxes in the lower right corner and adds 

these together to obtain the month. If you don’t know what month (e.g.) #3 is, 

you can see what it is in the box with the months numbered 1-12. 

 

For example, suppose spectator’s month is in the first & last of the 4 boxes.  

These correspond to 1 & 8 in the lower right corner boxes.  1+8=9.  Therefore, 

the spectator is thinking of month #9, or September.   

  

Presentation:  “Did you that I can read minds?  Sometimes. Let’s see if I can 

today.  Can you think of the month in which you were born.  I’ll turn away.  

Point to it on the sheet so the audience knows what it is.  Does everyone know it?  

Good.  Is your month in this box (point to 1st one)?  This one?  (point to 2nd one)  

This one (point to 3rd one)?  How about this one?  (Note the corresponding 

numbers in the lower right corner boxes.  Add them.  See what month is that 

number.)  This takes a great deal of concentration.  Is the month you are thinking 

of…September?  (or whatever it is)   Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

Challenge Version:  Mind read not only the person’s birth month, but the day of the month they were born as 

well!  On the other side of the card are 5 boxes with numbers.  This works similarly.  Ask the spectator to think 

of the day of his birthday (e.g. the 1st, 5th, 31st, …).  Ask if it is in this box, this box, etc., pointing to all 5 boxes.  

Whichever box his number is in, add the first number in each box to obtain the birthday.   

 

So, you can ask the spectator to think of his birthday.  E.g. June 5.  Turn the card to the month side & ask which 

box(es) his month is in.  Then turn it to the number side & ask which box(es) his birthday is in.  Then reveal the 

person’s birth month AND birthday!   

 

 

 

 



Number Card Prediction 
 

Effect:  You show several playing cards with different single digit numbers written on them.  You have a 

spectator place the packet behind her back and mix them up--some upside down, right side up, all mixed up.  

Spectator hands you the packet, which you spread on the table, totaling the numbers that are showing (facing 

up).  You then reveal that not only did you correctly predict the total, but also the numbers that would be face 

up adding to it!  

 

Props:  6 cards--3 double back and 3 double blank faced.  A sharpee, an envelope, & a slip of paper. 

                                                                                                                                     

Preparation:  With a sharpee, write 3 on both sides of 1 of the double blank                                      Figure 1 

cards.  Write 4 on both sides of the second, and 8 on both sides of the third.   

(Actually, you can write any numbers.  Just be sure both sides of a card have  

the same number, and that all 3 different numbers you use are different.  If  

you choose a 9 or 6, draw a line underneath so it’s clear whether it’s 6 or 9.)   

 

On the paper, write the 3 numbers in a column, going from lowest to highest, 

 and total them (see figure 1).  Z fold the paper, numbers out, so the total  

alone is on the bottom panel of the Z.  Place the folded paper in the envelope.   

 

Secret: With the double backs and double faces, no matter how the cards are mixed, the same 3 numbers will 

always be face up! 

 

Presentation:   

1. To start, have the double backers on top and the number cards on the bottom of the packet.  Your 

prediction paper is z-folded in the envelope. 

2. “I have a few cards.  (Casually spread the top 2-3 cards, showing the backs.  Careful not to spread 

too far, as you don’t want them seeing the numbers!)  They have different numbers on them.  

(Square up the packet and turn it face up, spreading 2-3 cards to show numbers.  Again, don’t spread 

too far or they’ll see the backs!  What you’ve done is to casually show a packet of cards with 

different numbers.) 

3. I also have a prediction (lift envelope), which we’ll get to in a few minutes.  (Set envelope back on 

table.) 

4. I’d like you to put this packet behind your back and mix up the cards.  (Wait a moment for spectator 

to do so.)  In fact, I’m feeling lucky today, so to make this even harder, turn some cards face up, 

some face down and mix them some more.  I could be in trouble here, but we’ll see.  Have you 

mixed them every which way?  Square them up into 1 packet and hand it to me please.  

5. Now I have no idea the order you’ve mixed these in.  You don’t even have any idea yourself, right?  

Let’s see if any of the numbers are face up.  (Spread cards on the table, showing 3 face up numbers. 

Turn them so they face spectator, from low to high—same as written on your prediction.)   You have 

3,4, and 8 facing up.  Interesting.  Would you add those 3 numbers, please.  What do you get?  (15)  

(Scoop up the cards into a packet and put them away, so spectator can’t grab and look at them in a 

moment.)  You remember before you mixed the cards up, that I made a prediction.  Luckily for me, 

the total you chose was…(pull out the paper, showing the 1 panel of the z-folded paper that says 15)  

15!   

 

However, knowing that you have high standards for your entertainment, I didn’t think you’d be 

impressed with that.  So to take it a step further, not only did I predict the total, but I also predicted 

the numbers you would select!  (As you say this, unfold the paper to show the numbers.) 

       3 
       4 
    + 8 
     15 



You Pick 2 (of 6) 
 

Effect:  There are 6 different objects on the table.  Comb, pencil, key, etc. The magician and spectator play a 

game where they alternate turns.  One of them picks 2 objects, and the other eliminates one of those 2.  This is 

done until only 1 object remains.  Magician reveals a prediction naming that object! 

 

Props:  6 different household items, a pen, and paper.  

 

Secret:  Although it’s seemingly a random choice, you control which object is chosen as follows.  Use an even 

number of items.  The spectator goes first, choosing 2.  Whenever you choose, you pick 2 that are not the 

predicted item, as whichever spectator eliminates, it doesn’t matter—it won’t be the predicted item.  When the 

spectator chooses 2, you always eliminate 1 that is not the chosen item.   

 

Presentation:  “I’d like to try something with a number of different items.  Do you have any different items in 

your pockets, or nearby that you can set on the table.  (You add some as well.  Set them out in a row so you 

have, ideally, 6.  4 or 8 works too.)  So, we have ____ (name each item.  Comment briefly on any that might be 

funny.)  I have a premonition and I’m going to jot it on this paper.  (Jot 1 of the items on the paper in big letters, 

and set it aside, in view.)  We’ll come back to this later—if this works!  If it doesn’t work, we’ll forget I ever 

had a premonition.   

 

This game is called pick 2, eliminate 1.  You get to go first.  Go ahead and pick 2—touch any 2 of the items.   

I will eliminate 1.  (Take away 1 that is NOT your predicted item.)   

 

Now I’ll pick 2 (put your hands on any 2 items that DON’T include predicted item).  Which do you want to 

eliminate?  (Put it aside.)   

 

(Continue until 1 item is left.)  Now we could have picked and eliminated any item, but this is the one that is 

left.  (Pick up the prediction.)  Sometimes this trick doesn’t quite work.  (Pause.)  Fortunately, this time it did!  

(Turn paper around, showing you correctly predicted the item!)   

 

Tips:   

• Here are 2 ways to remember who goes first:   

o The trick is called “You Pick 2 (of 6).  So use 6 items & your guest goes first. (The first task is 

picking, so spectator does that.  You then eliminate 1.)   

 

o At the end, there will be 2 items left, the prediction item & 1 other.  You want to be the chooser 

when there are 2 (as if the other person chooses, he could pick the wrong item).  So you want to 

be the chooser whenever there is an even number of items.  Therefore you want to pick 2 on the 

odd numbers.  If you start with 6 items, you pick 2 to begin.     

 

• You can use an odd number of items, in which case YOU would need to go first (picking 2).   

 

 

  



3 Aces Trick 
 

Effect:  Magician intersperses 3 aces throughout the deck, and the deck is cut several times.  Even with all this 

mixing up, the 3 aces come together in the middle of the deck! 

 

Props:  Deck of cards (with 4 aces) 

 

Preparation:   Put Ace of diamonds on top of the deck.  Hold the other 3 aces in a fan.  Ace of hearts is behind 

& in the middle of the other 2, upside down, so its middle pip makes it look like the Ace of diamonds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presentation:   “Did you know that 3 of the aces—the ace of clubs, diamonds, and spades—are very good 

friends?  They don’t like to be apart.  (As you say this, show the aces in a spread as above, close them up and 

set the face down atop the deck.)  Let me show you what I mean.  I will separate these aces in different parts of 

the deck—the ace of diamonds in the middle (do so, face down, pushing it flush with the deck—actually you’re 

putting the ace of hearts in the middle),  the ace of clubs on the bottom (casually flash it & place it on bottom), 

& the ace of spades on top (casually flash it & leave it face down on top).  Can you cut the cards, and complete 

the cut.  Cut them again (and complete it).  And cut them once more for good measure (and complete the cut).  

Can you say Abra-kid-Abra?  (Spread the cards so audience can see them.)  The 3 aces have all come back 

together!”   

 

Teaching Points: 

▪ When spreading the cards at the end to show the 3 aces together in the middle, one way is to spread 

them hand to hand face up and when you come to the 3 aces in the middle, pull them out & hold them up 

for audience to see.  If possible, try to avoid spreading the cards on the table, as the audience won’t be 

able to see that as well.  

▪ When putting the 3 aces throughout the deck, be sure to put the red ace in the middle.    

 

Alternate Presentation: 

Show 3 aces.  Name them.  Put them in different parts of the deck.  Ask spectator to find them.  Spec cannot 

find the Ace of diamonds.  Pull it out of your pocket!   
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Mr. Wizard 
 

 

Effect: Tell a spectator that you have a friend, Mr. Wizard, who knows all.  Ask the spectator to name any card.  

You get Mr. Wizard on the phone, hand the phone to the spectator, and Mr. Wizard tells the spectator her card! 
 

Props:  A telephone. 
 

Secret:  Arrange with a friend for him (or her) to play Mr. (or Ms.) Wizard.  When he answers the phone, you 

start “Hello, is Mr. Wizard in?”  This cues him that he should play Mr. Wizard, and he starts counting   ‘Ace… 

2… 3… 4…’   When he gets to the number of the card, you interrupt, saying to the audience, “He says he knew 

I was going to call!”  He then starts naming suits  ‘Hearts… clubs… diamonds… spades.’  When he gets to the 

correct suit, break in “We have someone who would like to know their card.”  Mr. Wizard then confirms ‘4 of 

hearts’ (or whatever the card is).  You hand the phone to the spectator.  If you have an audience and it’s 

possible, put it on speaker phone at this point.  Mr. Wizard reveals the card! 

 



Comedy Card Revelation 
 

Effect:  You ask a spectator to cut the cards anywhere, and you mark where they cut.  You show a large envelope that has 

a prediction card inside.  You set this aside, and have the spectator take the card he cut to and show it to the audience.  

(E.g. 7♦.)   You note that the odds of getting it right are 1 out of 52, so it would be pretty impressive if you you’re your 

card in this envelope, right?  Spectator names his card.  You pull out a card with all 52 cards, pointing to their card!  As 

you slide the card back into the envelope, the audience sees that there is 1 card on the back of the 52 card—the card they 

chose!   

 

Props:  Deck of cards, jumbo card with 52 cards on 1 side & 1 card on other, and envelope for the 52/1 card.   

 

Secret:  Although it seems that the spectator has a free choice, you force her to select the 7♦ using a technique called the 

cross cut force:     

 

Have the 7♦  atop the deck.  Ask spectator to cut the cards, setting the half he cuts beside the deck.  Mark his cut by 

picking up the deck & placing it atop his cut pile, perpendicular (see diagram).  Pick up the envelope & mention it, 

distracting audience’s attention from the cards momentarily.  Come back to the cards.  Lift up the top half, and give 

spectator  the top card of the lower half—“the card he cut to”—and ask him to show it to the audience.  Though it seems 

like you’re giving him the card he cut to, you’re actually giving him the original top card of the deck! 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Presentation:  “I need a victim—I mean a volunteer from the audience.  I have an ordinary deck of marked cards.  Would 

you like to examine them?  (offer toward spectator.  As he reaches out to take them, pull them back.)  Thank you very 

much.  Would you cut the cards, please, anywhere you’d like.  Very well.  I will mark your cut.  Over here we have an 

envelope.  Inside is a prediction I will reveal in just a moment.  With any luck, my prediction will be correct.   

 

Would you take the card that you cut to and show it to the audience.  Now you remember I made a prediction.  The odds 

of me having your card in this envelope are 1 out of 52.  So if I have your card in here, that would be a pretty good trick, 

right?  Which card did you choose?  (7♦)   (Pull out jumbo card with 52 card side facing audience.)  That is exactly the 

card I have here.  Let’s see, it’s the 7th one down, in the top row.  (Point to it.)  You don’t seem very impressed?  I don’t 

know, I didn’t think it was too bad of a trick.   (As you say this, slide the jumbo card slowly back into the envelope, now 

showing the 7♦ side to the audience so they can see that you really did get his card!)   

 



Magician Pick a Card (extra) 
 

Effect:  Instead of the spectator picking a card and the magician finding it, the magician picks a card and 

spectator finds it!   

 

Props:  Deck of cards. 
 

Secret/Presentation: 

1. As you spread through the cards, note the top card’s number and the 2nd card’s suit.  Then find that card 

and set it face down on the table.  E.g. if the top card is 6♣  and 2nd card is 2♥, find the 6♥.  If the top 2 

cards are the same number or suit, cut the deck until they are different.  Say as you do this “You’ve 

seen the trick where you pick a card and I find it?  We’re not going to do that one.  Instead, I’m going 

to pick a card and you’re going to find it!  I’ll put my card over here.”   

2. Square up the cards and hand the deck to spectator.  “Deal the cards face down into a pile.”  After she 

has dealt 4-5, mention “You can stop whenever you’d like.”  When she stops, ask if she is sure she 

wants to stop there, or does she want to deal some more.  (Make her think that if she dealt  more cards 

the outcome would be different, when actually it doesn’t matter.) 

3. “Now, would you square up the cards (you just dealt) and deal them into 2 equal piles back and 

forth.  Would you turn over the top card of this pile (the last one dealt to) and it will tell us the 

number  of your card.”  When she turns it over, ask “So what should the number be?”  Be sure she 

says it right (6 in our example).  “Turn over the top card of this pile (point to the other pile) and it 

will tell us the suit.”  When she does so, ask “So what should the suit be?”  (♥)  Turn over the card.  

(6♥)  Well done!”   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fastest Card Trick in the World (Quick Gag) 

 
Effect:   “Would you like to see the fastest card trick in the world?  (yes)  (Pause a moment.)  Would you like to 

see it again?” 

 

Props:  Deck of cards.  

 

  



Gift of the Magi 

 

Effect:  Magician asks spectator to wheel over a little, red invisible table.  Magician hands spec an invisible 

deck of cards, asking spec to shuffle them, set them on the table, and cut them.  Magician spreads the invisible 

cards out between his hands, asking spec to think of a card, then to name it.  The magician pulls out a jumbo 

card which matches the card spec named.   

 

Props:  thumb tip, jumbo card, & round sticker (blank, on a sheet with many) per person.  A couple sharpees for 

the group.  

 

Secret:  In advance, you write the name of a card on a sticker that matches your jumbo card.  Affix this to the 

nail of a thumb tip.  When you spread the invisible deck in your hands, asking spec to remember any card she 

sees, you wiggle the thumb tip which has 3 on it.  Only the spec you’ve called up sees this.   

 

Presentation:  To start, thumb tip is in your right pants pocket (or case, if you don’t have a pocket).  “I need to 

borrow a victim—I mean an assistant—from the audience.  Can you do me a favor.  Over there (point to side of 

the stage) is a little red invisible table.  Would you wheel it over here, please.  Very good.  In my pocket I 

always carry an invisible deck of cards.  (Pull out an imaginary deck.)  Have you ever seen an invisible deck 

before?  Would you take the cards & give them a few shuffles.  (As spec starts shuffling, say)  Oh, wait a 

minute, I forgot to ask you to take the cards out of the box.  Sorry about that.  Set the box on the table.  Go 

ahead & mix up the cards.  (Put hands in your pocket & put your right thumb into the tip.)  Good.  Would you 

set the deck on the table, cut the cards, & complete the cut.   

 

I’ll spread out the cards.  Can you remember any card that you see.  (Wiggle tip with 3 on it, hidden from the 

audience by your fingers which are holding the invisible cards spread out.)  Got one?  Good.  (Close up the 

invisible cards.)  Would you take the cards & put them back in the box.  And set them on the table.  Very well 

done.  Now before you came up here, I made a prediction.   (Bring out jumbo card, back facing audience.  Ditch 

the tip as you grab the card.)  For the first time, which card did you think of?  (3)  Good, because that’s 

exactly the one I have here!   (Show it to audience.) Thanks for helping.  By the way, as a token of my 

appreciation, you may keep the invisible table.”   

 

Tips:   

 

What if they don’t choose the card on your tip?  (This happens rarely.)  Say as you show the card to the 

audience, “Well, had you selected the 3, I’d have had a great trick!  Let’s give our assistant a round of 

applause.” 

 

Don’t belittle your assistant re the invisible cards & table.  Have  

fun together.  If your assistant feels shown up, he will be more  

apt to not cooperate & name a different card. 

 

 

  
        
As you spread the invisible cards in a 

fan, you wiggle your thumb with the 

name of the card you want spectator to 

choose.  Spectator sees this, but 

audience just sees back of your hands.  

 



Magi Screen 
 

Effect:  A camper is folded up in a 3-fold screen.  When it is unfolded, the camper has changed into a rabbit!  

(another person in a rabbit costume) 

 

Props:  For the group:  Magi-screen in bag with 4 tent poles; rabbit costume:  tail, ears headband, & nose.  Note: 

Students don’t keep anything or get anything individually with this one. 

 

Mechanics:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Considerations: 

1.  How do you get the rabbit behind the screen without the audience seeing?  Ideas:  1)  The 2 assistants walk 

on with the screen.  The rabbit is behind & walks with it.  2) The assistant is hiding somewhere & can slip 

behind the screen unseen.   

2.  At the end, the person is behind the screen.  How do you get him out?  Ideally, you drop the screen or fold it 

up, casually showing that the person has disappeared.  Ideas:  1) Is there an exit the person can slip out 

without being seen?  2) Walk the screen out the door, with person behind.   3) When cloth is dropped, person 

is hiding behind a desk at the back of the stage.  Then the cloth is picked up and walked off—person comes 

out from behind the desk, walks behind the cloth and out the door. 

 

 

1. This trick uses 5 people:  magician, 2 assistants each holding 

an end of the cloth, a person you are transforming, and a rabbit 

(person in rabbit costume) you are changing the person into. 

To start, person is in front of cloth, rabbit hidden behind.  

(Diagram #1)  Each assistant holds their end of the cloth.  

Magician is near middle. 

2. Magician has assistants Z fold the cloth (diagram #2).  Say 

some magic words or clap. 

3. Assistants continue pulling their ends in the same direction, 

showing the person has changed to a rabbit!  (Now the person 

is behind the cloth & the rabbit in front.  Diagram 3.)  Note 

that in the course of this, the ends of the cloth have switched  

from what they were at the beginning.   

Audience 
 

            person 

              rabbit 

              person 

A B 

Audience 

 

             person 

            rabbit 

                       

A B 

Audience 

 

 

B 

A 



Sticker Shock Card Trick 
 

Effect:  Spectator selects a card.  It turns out to be the only card in the deck with a different color back! 

 

Props:  Half of a blue back deck & half of a red back deck with the cards still in new deck order (A-K of 1 suit, 

then A-K of another suit,…).   So a full blue back and a full red back deck makes enough for 2 people. 

 

Secret:  Half the deck has red backs & half has blue backs.  Spectator selects a card from a face up spread. You 

then subtly guide him to insert it back in the other half of the deck (that’s a different color).  When you turn the 

deck face down and start spreading through the cards, there is one that has a different color back.  You show it 

to be the spectator’s card!  You only spread through the top half of the cards, so they don’t see that they’re all 

the color of the spectator’s card in the bottom half! 

  

Preparation:  Put a mark on the card case so you know that this is the sticker shock deck (and not the regular 

deck).  

 

Presentation:   

1. Spread the cards face up on the table.  Ask a spectator to touch any card.  (If they pick the joker, ask 

them to touch a different one.) Watch to see on which side of the joker it is—lower half of the deck or 

upper half.  Suppose they touch the 3♥.  Slide it out from the spread face up on the table. 

2. “Any particular reason you chose the 3♥?”  You make a little conversation here to distract their attention 

as you close up the face up deck.  You are going to insert their face up card back in the lower half of the 

deck, and have it be a different color from all the others in that half.  If their card came from the upper 

half of the deck, you are home free.  Just insert it back in the lower half of the deck!  If it came from the 

lower half of the deck, then you will need to subtly cut the cards at the joker, then put it back in the 

lower half.   

3. Turn the cards face down.  Spread through the deck until you come to the different color back card.  

Slide it out on the table.  Close up the deck.  Have spectator turn over the card to show it’s his card! 

 

Teaching Tips:   

• When spreading the deck to show 1 card is a different color back, be careful not to spread 

beyond the top half, or they’ll see a bunch of cards with the same color back as the spectator’s 

card. 

• If you like, you can put a sticker on the face of the chosen card and have the spectator initial it.  

This makes the trick a little stronger.  You can peel the sticker off after each use.  

 



Little Albert 
 

Effect: A spectator thinks of any word.  You jot what you think it is on a notecard and drop it in a paper bag.  

Spectator announces her word, which you write on a 2nd notecard & drop it in your bag.  You dump out the bag 

& the 2 notecards fall out.  They each contain the spectator’s chosen word!   
 

Props:  A paper lunch bag, 12 3x5 notecards (unruled is best), and scotch tape. Note: 3 index cards are used 

each time.  Give kids each 12 so they have extras to do additional times.  
 

Preparation: Before the trick begins, make a large ring of tape approximately the width of the bag (the long 

dimension).  Afix it to the bottom of the bag.   

 

Write your name on 1 side of a notecard, and the spectator’s name on 1 side of another.  Put these 2 names face 

to face.  Put the 3rd blank notecard on top of these 2.  You are ready to begin. 
 

Secret:  The notecard you write your prediction on sticks to the bottom of the bag & doesn’t come out.  You 

supposedly write the spectator’s word on 1 side of the remaining notecard, and her name on the other.  Actually 

you have 2 notecards, and you write the spectator’s word on each!  These are the 2 cards that fall out of the bag. 
 

Presentation:   

1. “Do you believe in ESP, STP, that sort of thing?  I would like you to think of any word.  Make it a short 

one—between 3 and 7 letters.  Do you have one in mind?  I’d like you to concentrate on it. I will try to 

read your mind.  (Pretend to concentrate.)  Hmm, this may not be easy!  I think I am getting an 

impression.  I will jot your word on this card (jot any word on 1 side of the top notecard in your stack 

that is blank on both sides.  Don’t let anyone see it).  And I will write my name on the back.”  (Write it 

in big letters, & show that to the audience.  Make sure it is similar to the one you wrote before the 

show.)  I will drop it in the bag (do so, so it sticks to the secret ring of tape on the bottom).  
2. “So now that I have made my prediction, can you tell us out loud what word you were thinking of?  

(Spectator says, e.g. “wagon”)  Hmm.  Any particular reason you thought of that word?  I will write it on 

the card (do so, casually show it to the audience, holding the 2 cards as one). And I will write your name 

on the other side.  (Actually you write the spectator’s word again on the other side—actually the 2nd card 

you are holding. Drop your card(s) in the bag.) 

3. “If I guessed the word that you thought of, that would be a pretty good trick, wouldn’t it?  I wish I knew 

how to do that!  (Dump the 2 cards on the table. Hold them 1 in each hand, with the names facing the 

audience.)  Here is the one with your word—wagon.  (Turn their card around.)  And here is my card, and 

the word I predicted was…. (turn it around, showing it) also “wagon”! 

 



Amazing Business Card 
 

Effect: A business card continually folds.  It has 4 different sides.  

After you have folded it to side 1, 2, 3, and 4, it comes back 

around to side 1 again.  This is more of a novelty than a magic 

trick.  The sides contain different types of puzzlers and betchas 

that you can pull on your friends.  Some have the answers on the 

card.  Others have the answers on our website:  

www.abrakid.com 

 

Have fun with this unique piece!  Your friends will enjoy the 

card and the puzzlers you present!   
 

Props:  amazing business card 
 

Teaching Note:  Once the students have familiarized themselves 

with the card, and can fold it to show all 4 sides and back to the 

beginning, have them try out some of the different puzzles on 

each other.  Ask them which they like the best on each side.   

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.abrakid.com/


3 Cup Turnover 
 

Effect: You have 3 cups in a row, 2 mouth up, 1 mouth down.  You make 3 moves, each move turning over 2 

cups simultaneously.  At the end of the 3 moves, all the cups are mouth down.  You reset the cups and have the 

spectator try it.  But he is unable to get them all mouth down in 3 moves!   
 

Props:  3 cups (can use ones from cups & balls). 
 

Secret:  When you start, 2 cups are mouth up, 1 mouth down. However, when you set them up for the spectator 

to try it, 2 are mouth down, 1 mouth up. To the casual onlooker, the setup looks the same—2 cups are 1 way, 1 

the other. However, starting with 2 mouth down cups, it is impossible to wind up the 3 cups mouth down after 3 

moves!   
 

Mechanics:  
• Start with the outer cups 1 way & middle cup the other. E.g. outer 2 mouth up, middle mouth down. (first row 

below) 

• The first 2 moves, turn over any 2 cups facing different directions.  Turn over different cups in the 2 moves.  E.g. 

in the drawing below, cups 1 & 2 move #1, and cups 1&3 move #2.  After the 1st 2 moves, you’ll be left with 2 

cups mouth up, and ready to have all 3 cups be mouth down after 1 final move. (Note: After move 2, you are in 

similar position to how you started:  2 mouth up, 1 mouth down.)  

• In move #3, turn the 2 mouth up cups mouth down.  

• Reset the cups for the spectator to try, turning the middle cup the opposite direction from in move #3.  This puts 

them opposite how you began. But it looks, to the casual onlooker, like the same set up as when you started! 
 

Note:  Start with 2 outer cups 1 way & middle one the opposite. (I.e. outer 2 can start mouth down, middle one 

mouth up.  If so, all will be mouth up after move 3.)  After move 3, when you reset for spectator, just reverse 

the middle cup.  Good luck! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To start: 

 

 

 

 

Move #1:                                                                                                   Turn over cups 1 & 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Move #2:                                                                                                  Turn over cups 1 & 3. 

 

 

 

 

Move #3:                                                                                                  Turn over cups 1 & 2. 

 

 

 

 

Reset cups                                                                                                This looks like how you began.     

for spectator:                                                                                            But actually 2 are mouth down!             



2 Bill Trick 
 

Effect:  Magician shows 2 folded bills.  As she unfolds them, they change into one.  
 

Props:  1 play bill which has been specially prepared in advance. 
 

Secret/Preparation:    The bill looks like 2, but it’s really one.   To prepare it:   

1. Fold the bill in half lengthwise and widthwise—both ways each fold.  (see diagram A below—dotted 

lines). 

2. Put a slit in the middle of the bill, horizontally, running roughly from 1 end of the oval (on the front side, 

in the middle) to the other.  (photo 1—the slit is hard to see here)  An easy way to do this is:  Fold the 

bill horizontally.  With your fingers, tear a slit along the fold.  Alternately, you can pass out scissors.  

3. With the bill folded horizontally, put each hand midway between its end & the middle.  Pinch the bill, 

pushing the hands toward each other, forming a diamond in the slit.  (photo 2) 

4. When you see the diamond, smush the bill together so the “2 bills” look like Diagram B or C. (photo 3 & 4) 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Presentation:  Show what looks like 2 bills.  “I was selling baseball tickets the other day and a guy came up to 

the window with 2 dollars.  I said ‘a ticket is only 1 dollar’.  He said that’s what I have!  I guess I need to pay 

more attention next time.”   
 

Left hand holds the bills so fold in bill is facing spec, & opening is facing you.  Left thumb goes in opening to 

pop it open.  Right hand strokes the bill from left to right, with thumb toward yourself, fingers toward audience.  

As you do this, the 2 bills unfold into 1 bill.  (as in photo 1)    
 

Grab the bill at the right end with right hand.  Pull bill taut, folded at nearly 90 degrees, so slit doesn’t show.  

Show it momentarily, to show the 2 bills have turned into 1. 
 

Move right hand to hold bill in middle, to mask the slit, & put bill in your pocket or case. 

 

 

 

                                                                                         

A                                            B                                            C        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Swindled! (Art Project) 
 
Effect:  You show a vertical cascade of 3 cards: 2 kings (or jacks) with an ace in between 

(photo 1). You square up the cards, and puts each down on the table face down, with the 

ace going in the middle. You turn over the outer 2 cards, and they are picture cards as 

expected. But when you turn over the middle card, instead of an ace, it has changed to a 2!  

 

Secret:  The ace is a “tent card” which you make.  Hiding beneath it is the 2, which you 

actually set out.   

  

Props:  Each person needs 4 cards.  Any of the following sets will do:  1) K♣, K♠, A♥, 2♥.   

2) K♦, K♥, A♠, 2♠.  3) J♣, J♠, A♦, 2♦.   4) J♦, J♥, A♣, 2♣.  (I.e. 2 kings or jacks of the  

same color, and a contrasting color ace & 2 the same suit as each other.)  You’ll also  

need a kids scissors, scotch tape, and play money (either a coin or bill).   

 

Preparation:   

• Have each child cut their ace in half, then tape the 2 pieces together (photos 2,3).   

Note that the tape gets folded INSIDE, & goes on the BACKS of the aces.   

• Give each child the 3 other cards for their set (see the props section above).   

 

 

Presentation:  Before the trick begins:   

• Put play money in your left pocket or in your case, which should be on your left.  

• Put your folded ace on top of the 2.  (photo 4)   Sandwich the kings on either  

side to form what looks like a 3 card cascade:  king, ace, king (photo 1).  Hold  

this in your right hand, ready to display.   

 

“Did you hear about the card game between the kings and the magician?  Two kings and  

a magician were playing cards.  The magician discarded an ace on the table right between  

the kings.  (Show cascade of king, ace, and king.)  The kings got very excited.  With that 

ace, they could win a lot of money!   

 

The cards were dealt onto the table. (Square up the cards. Put in your left hand (photo 5). 

The ends of the 3 cards stick out your hand. The folded ace card is in your left palm.  

Deal the cards face down onto the table in a row—photo 6. Left hand with folded ace in  

its palm immediately goes into your pocket or case, ditches the gimmicked card, &  

comes out with the play money.) The kings were so excited about winning that they bet  

big money! (Set out the play money on the table.)   

 

The kings got ready to show their hands. (Turn the 2 kings face up.) But when they  

went to turn over the ace high (turn the middle card face up), it was a lowly 2! The  

moral of the story: never play cards with a magician!” 

 

Teaching Tips: 

• If you have small hands, you can trim the ace gimmick smaller. E.g. 1/3 card rather 

than a half card.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Circus Bands (Art Project) 

 
Effect:  Telling a circus story, you cut 3 loops of paper similarly, but each gets a different result! 

 

Props:  Kids scissors (1/child), glue stick (1-2/table), newspaper (1 sheet/child) 

 

Preparation:  Tear off 3 columns of newspaper, each approximately 3-4 inches wide.  Each should be as long as 

a sheet of newspaper from top to bottom.  The first one, put the ends together, forming a circle, and glue it so it 

stays in a loop.  The second one, same but twist the paper once before gluing.  The third one, same, but twist the 

paper 2x before gluing.  Set the 3 papers in your case:  no twists, 1 twist, 2 twists.   

 

Secret:   With each loop, you spear the scissors through the paper in the middle, and cut all the way around.  

With the no twist loop, the result will be 2 separate loops.  With the 1 twist loop, you’ll get 1 long loop.  With 

the 2 twist loop, you’ll get 2 loops linked together!  Math Note:  The 1 twist loop is a mobius strip (a 

mathematical construct).  It has only 1 side!   Mention this to the kids.  

 

Presentation:  “Did you hear about what happened when the circus was in town?  One hour before show time, 

the two high wire performers came running in to the seamstress, saying that they had no belts.  How could they 

perform without any belts?  (Pick up & start cutting the no twist loop.)  ‘No problem said the seamstress.  Here 

you are.  (hold up 2 belts).  ‘Thank you’, they said, and off they went to get ready. 

 

The seamstress sat down to rest when who should come barging in but the strong man.  ‘I need a belt for the 

circus!’, she cried.  ‘And it starts in less than an hour!’   (pick up & start cutting the 1 twist loop) ‘Let me see 

what I can do said the seamstress’, as she started cutting a loop.  ‘Isn’t that the same size loop you used for the 

high wire duo?  I’ll never be able to fit into that.  Oh no, I can’t go out there without a belt!’  ‘Well, let’s see 

what we can do’, said the seamstress.  And when she held up the belt, the strong man was amazed that it fit!  

‘Thanks a lot’, said the strong man, who went off to have his pre-show snack. 

 

‘Alright, now I can take a nap’, said the seamstress.  No sooner had she laid down when there was another 

knock at the door.  The Siamese Twins!  ‘Our belts’, they cried.  ‘We don’t have any belts.  And the circus 

starts in 30 minutes!’  (Start cutting the 2 twist loop.)  ‘Alright’, said the seamstress, ‘Let me see what I can do’.  

‘But that’s not going to work’, protested the twins.  ‘That may work fine for the high wire act, but they’re 

separate people.  And somehow you made a big one for the strong man, but that won’t fit us.’  ‘How about this’, 

said the seamstress.  (Hold up 2 linked belts)  ‘Perfect’, said the twins.  ‘Are you sure you’re not a magician?’  

And with that, the seamstress smiled and laid down to finally take a nap.  

 

Teaching Math with This: 

Show the loop with no twists.  Ask how many sides it has?  2.  Show a loop with 1 twist.  How many sides does 

it have? (The answer is 1.  It’s called a Moebius strip, and was discovered over 100 years ago by a German 

mathematician, Augustus Moebius.  It has interesting mathematical properties, as this trick demonstrates.)  

Have the kids run their finger (or draw a line) all the way along the loop with 0 twists.  2 distinctive sides. Do 

the same with the Moebius strip & you see that it just has 1 side! 



Vanishing Coin (Art Project) 
 

Effect:  A coin sets on your left palm.  You cover it with a card case, and when you lift the case, the coin has 

vanished!  You pull the cards out of the case and spread through them.  The coin is found in the middle of the 

deck! 
 

Props:  Deck of cards in its case (from card tricks above), 3-4” loop of scotch tape,  2 pennies (from jumping 

pennies), & ziplock sandwich bag (used to hold poms in cups & balls). 
 

Secret:  You have 2 identical coins.  One is in the middle of the deck to begin with.  The card case has a loop of 

tape on the bottom.  When you cover the coin on your palm with the card case, the coin sticks to the tape, so 

when you lift the case, the coin looks to have vanished!   

 

Preparation:  

• Take 1 3-4” piece of scotch tape.  Form it into a loop, sticky side out.  Afix the loop to the back of the 

card case—i.e. the side without the flap.  (see photo)   

• Put the 2nd coin in the middle of the deck, and slide the deck into the card case.   

• Put the deck and loose coin in your magic box or pocket.  You are ready to go! 

 
 

Presentation:  “Have you ever seen a coin that likes to play cards?  I happen to have one with me.  (Pull out the 

loose coin and set it on your left palm.)   If I cover it with a deck of cards (do so, tape on the bottom, touching 

the coin) and say Abra-Kid-Abra, can you wiggle your fingers?  (Lift up the deck, showing coin gone.)  You 

made the coin disappear!   

 

Do you remember I mentioned that the coin likes to play cards?  (With your left fingers, open the flap of the 

deck & pull the cards out of the case.  Casually set the case--with hidden coin--in your magic box or pocket.  

Spread through the cards from hand to hand until you come to the coin, showing it.)  See, it always likes to be in 

the middle of the action!”   

 

Tips:  

• After this trick is a great time to go into another card trick, since you have the deck out of the case and 

ready to go. 

• The cards may not come out of the case easily with the coin in there as well.  You can push them out by 

having 1 of your fingers push against the bottom of the card case.  Or leave a few cards out of the deck 

so it isn’t so tight inside the box.  

 

     

 



T-Shirt Prediction Trick (Art Project) 
 

Effect:  Magician asks spectator to choose 1 of 3 items on the front of her shirt:  

rabbit, hat, or rose.  She then reveals a prediction of which item spectator would select!   
 

Props:  Per child: 1 T-shirt with rabbit in the hat. For group:  2 boxes of fabric-marking 

crayons; 1 sheet showing the spelling & location of each prediction. 
 

Secret:  Inside the shirt are 3 different predictions.  You reveal the appropriate one!   

1. If they choose the rabbit, show the prediction behind your neck:  “RABBIT”. 

2. If they pick the hat, untuck the front & flip up the inside bottom: “HAT”.  

3. If they pick the rose, flip out the back inside of your sleeve, “ROSE”.   
 

Note:  You can remember these by position.  The rabbit is highest, so it is the collar.  The hat  

is lowest, so it’s prediction is the shirt bottom.  The rose is in the middle, so it is the sleeve.   
 

Preparation:  First have the kids color in the rabbit in hat and words to get used to the fabric crayons. Then they write the 

3 predictions. Set out the sheet showing spelling & location. Don’t write on the stitching. All predictions go inside the 

shirt. 1) Flip up front bottom of shirt so the inside shows. Write “HAT”. When shirt is flipped back normally, “HAT” is 

upside down. 2) Flip the inside back of the sleeve so it faces out. Write “ROSE”. When you flip the sleeve back in, 

“ROSE” is upside down.  3) Write “RABBIT” on the inside back collar, next to the tag (right side up). 

 

How to get the kids to all write the right prediction in the right place,  

spelled correctly, in the right way?  1)  Show yours as a sample.   

2) Tell them to be careful.  They only get 1 shirt.  3) Have them all do  

the same sequence.  Before they start writing each, they must show you  

where they plan to write. 4) Place your sheet showing the spelling of  

“rabbit, hat, and rose” on the front table.  

 

If they show through the shirt a little, they won’t be seen.  The shirt is  

tucked in, hiding the bottom one.  The top one is behind the neck.  The  

sleeve prediction goes behind the arm, invisible from the front. 

 

Tell the kids when they go home, to have mom iron the shirt, permanently  

sealing in the colors.  Give them an instruction sheet to take home.   

 

Presentation:  “I’m going to show you a trick.  This is an important occasion for me, so you’ll notice I’ve even tucked in 

my shirt!  (Pull up pants a little, subtly showing a little of the tucked shirt as normal.)  You’ll also notice that there is 

nothing up my sleeve (show the sleeve with the prediction empty, but don’t expose the prediction).  It’s a little hot under 

the collar (lift collar to show nothing hidden there) but I’ll do the trick anyway.  Did you notice that on my shirt there is a 

rabbit, a hat, and a rose?  Please think of 1 of them—whichever is your favorite.  Do you have one in mind?  Which one 

were you thinking of?  (suppose they say the rabbit)  Aha!  I had a feeling you may choose that one.   
 

1)  If they pick the hat, say “Remember how I mentioned that I tucked my shirt in for this trick?  That’s where I 

have the prediction.  Can you read out loud what it says.”  

2) If they pick the rose, say “Remember how I mentioned there was nothing up my sleeve?  I lied.  That is 

actually where I keep my prediction.  Can you read out loud what it says.”   

3) If they pick the rabbit, say “Remember how I mentioned I was hot under the collar?  That’s where I keep my 

prediction.   Can you read out loud what it says.”   

Tips:    

• Only do this once for the same audience! If someone sees you reveal a 2nd prediction, they’ll know the trick! 

• By mentioning tucking in your shirt, your sleeve, & your collar beforehand, you subtly show these empty.  You also 

give a reason to come back to them with the prediction.   

 

 

 

 

 

T-Shirt Trick Mental Choice Spelling Sheet 
 

RABBIT     
Inside back collar.  Not on stitching.  Next to 

tag.  Right side up. 
 

HAT 
Inside front bottom. Flip front bottom out & 

write. When shirt is flipped back in  

normal position, prediction is upside down. 
 

ROSE     
Inside back sleeve.  Flip sleeve out and write 

(not on stitching).  When it is flipped back in    

normal position, prediction is upside down. 
 



Super Sleuth Skit 

 
Effect:   Two actors, a detective and a super sleuth, perform a trick.  The detective has 3 cards selected, shown 

to the audience, and replaced in the deck.  The detective shows the deck to the super sleuth, who pulls out the 3 

chosen cards!   
 

Props:  Per group:  2 matching bicycle back decks (poker size).  1 is blank and the other is a regular deck.  Note:  

The kids don’t keep any props from this skit.   
 

Secret:  While the audience members show their selected cards, the detective switches decks, swapping the 

regular deck for the blank one.  The spectators’ cards are put back into the blank deck.  It’s an easy matter for 

Super Sleuth to find them—they are the only 3 regular cards in the blank deck!   
 

Handling: 

1. To start, take the blank deck out of its case & put it in your magic box.  Regular deck is in your hand. 

2. Take the cards out of the case.  Set case in your box.  Spread the cards out between your hands, inviting 

3 people to select cards.   

3. Ask them to show the cards to the audience.  You’ll turn around so you cannot see.  As they show them, 

leave the regular deck in your magic box & pick up the blank one.  Move away from the box and ask if 

they have shown the cards.  (Being away from the box helps people forget you went near it.)  When yes, 

turn around to face the audience.  

4. Spread your (blank) cards face down and have spectators slide their cards back in.  Careful not to flash 

the faces of your deck.  Square up the cards.   

5. Now you let Super Sleuth look through the cards.  Spread them from hand to hand, backs toward the 

audience, so you & Super Sleuth can see the faces.  Super Sleuth pulls out the 3 non-blank ones, which 

are the chosen cards.   
 

Presentation:   

“We are honored to have with us today the world’s greatest detective, Super Sleuth!  A round of applause for 

her, please!  She is going to show us her great detective skills, and we’d better hurry, before Scotland Yard calls 

her to solve another crime.   
 

I have here an ordinary deck of marked cards.  (Show faces briefly to the audience as you spread them from 

hand to hand.)  You, sir, would you like to examine them?  (start to hand them to him.  As he reaches for them, 

pull them back.)  Thank you very much.  I would like to have 3 cards selected.  Would you take one, please.  

How about you?  And you.  Would you show the cards around to the audience.  Super Sleuth and I will not 

look.  (Switch decks.)  Has everyone seen the cards?  Alright.  Would each of you return them to the deck.   
 

To the ordinary eye, you each picked a card and put it back in the deck.  But to Super Sleuth’s trained eye, each 

of the 3 cards has your individual finger prints!  Super Sleuth will now examine your thumb prints.   (Super 

Sleuth looks at each of the 3 card picker’s thumbs.)  I will spread out the cards and he will examine the cards 

closely for prints that are a perfect match.  Normally a lot of laboratory equipment is needed to make these kind 

of identifications.  But Super Sleuth is a walking laboratory herself!  (Super Sleuth deliberates and picks out 3 

cards.)   
 

Would each of you name the cards you selected.  (They do.  Look at the cards so only magician can see them.)  

That is exactly the ones she pulled out.  How about a round of applause for the great Super Sleuth—oh wait, 

you look skeptical.  No, she really did pull out the (name each card & show to the audience)!”       

 



Water in the Hat Skit 

 

Effect:  Magician puts a paper cup in a hat.  She shows a clear plastic glass of water.  As she is showing this, 

she does not see a clown take the cup out of the hat.  She pours the water in to the hat.  The clown comes in and 

says he found a cup, which he shows.  The magician gets mad, realizing she just poured water into a hat with no 

cup to catch it.  Wait a minute, the magician says.  Maybe I can try some magic.  She sets the cup in the hat, 

waves her wand, pulls the cup out of the hat, and pours it back in to the clear cup!  The hat is dry & empty. 

 

Props:   For the group:  1 black plastic hat, 2 (small) paper cups, and one Styrofoam cup (from cups & balls--

holds water initially).  You’ll also need an adult scissors from the art kit and water from a drinking fountain.  

 

Secret/Mechanics:  There is a secret extra paper cup with no bottom.  Cut off the bottom to make this.  

1. To start, the bottomless cup is inside the normal cup.  They look like one cup. Styrofoam cup has 

water. 

2. Put the cup (really cups) in the hat.  

3. The clown takes out the bottomless cup, not letting the audience see there’s no bottom. 

4. Pour the water into the cup.  

5. When the clown brings the (bottomless) cup back in, place it into the normal cup with water.  

6. Remove the nested cups with water & pour water into the Styrofoam cup for the audience to see. 

  

Presentation:  “I have here a cup.  I’ll set it back in the hat.  Over here I have a cup of water.  (Clown sneaks up 

& takes the bottomless cup, which audience sees, but magician doesn’t.)  We’re going to try a trick with it.  One 

of the greatest tricks in my act.  We will pour this water into the cup in the hat.  (Do so.)  Now, in just a 

moment—(clown comes back in asking if the cup is yours).  Where did you get that?  (I found it in the hat.)  In 

the hat?  Why you (chases clown off stage)!  Oh no, not I’m in trouble.  (Look in the hat, grimacing at the wet 

mess.)  Wait a minute!  If I’m really a magician, I can wave my wand over the hat (do so), say Abra-Kid-Abra, 

and the water would go in to the cup.  (Pour it in clear glass.)” 

 

 



Smart Gum Skit 
 

Props Needed:  For the group:  6 play dollar bills.  

 

Number of Participants:   2     

 

Positioning to Start:  Both clowns stand center stage 

 

What Happens: 

Smart Clown:  I’m  smart!  I’m smart! 

Dumb Clown:  I wanna be smart.  How’d you get so smart? 

Smart Clown:  I chew smart gum.  (Pulls out imaginary pack of gum) 

Dumb Clown:  Can I have some?   

Smart Clown:  It’ll cost you.   

Dumb Clown:  How much? 

Smart Clown:  How much do you have? 

Dumb Clown:  (pulls out 6 dollar bills)  6 dollars. 

Smart Clown:  It’s usually more than that, but I’ll make you a good deal.  Give me $2 & you can have 1 piece. 

Dumb Clown:  Oh boy, I get 1 piece & I still have $4 left!  (gives Smart Clown $2.) 

Smart Clown:  (gives Dumb Clown 1 piece of gum.  Says to audience, not to Dumb Clown) $2 for 1 stick of 

gum!  What a dummy! 

Dumb Clown:  (after chewing the gum for a moment)  I don’t feel any smarter.   

Smart Clown:  You probably need another piece.  Give me another $2.  (Dumb clown pays $2, Smart Clown 

gives another stick of gum) 

Dumb Clown:  (after chewing 2nd piece for a moment)  I can’t understand it.  I still don’t feel any smarter. 

Smart Clown:  The third  piece is the charm.  Two more dollars please.  (Dumb clown gives last of his money, 

& smart clown gives a 3rd stick of gum) 

Dumb Clown:  (After chewing it for a moment)  I still don’t feel smarter.  This doesn’t work.  I think you’re 

tricking me. 

Smart Clown:  See, you’re getting smarter already!  (they run off stage with dumb clown chasing smart clown)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mary Walks Down A Shady Lane Skit 
 

 

Props Needed:   For the group:  2 squirt bottles.  (Kids don’t keep anything in the skits.) 

 

Number of Participants:  2 

 

Positioning to Start:  2 clowns are on stage (or they can start offstage & walk on)  Each has a squirt gun in their 

pocket (Clown #2’s should not be visible) 

 

What Happens:  Clown #1 tells clown #2 that she is going to teach her a rhyme.  Clown #1 will demonstrate it 

first, then clown #2 is to do it.  Clown #1 recites, "Mary went for a walk one day, down a shady lane.  When all 

of a sudden, all of a sudden, it began to rain."   

 

Clown #2 faces the audience & starts to say it.  Clown #2 doesn't see this, but Clown #1 pulls out a squirt gun as 

#2 is reciting, preparing to squirt #2 when she says the last part, "it began to rain".  However, clown #1 doesn’t 

get to squirt because Clown #2 messes up the last part & doesn’t say “it began to rain”.  Rather, she says, "Mary 

went for a walk one day, down the shady lane.  When all of a sudden, all of a sudden, look, I see a plane."   

 

Clown #1 says "No, no, that's not it.  There's no plane.  Now try it again & do it right."  The 2nd time, clown #2 

messes up again.  "Mary went for a walk one day, down the shady lane.  When all of a sudden, all of a sudden, 

she tripped over a chain."  Clown #1 scolds again & asks #2 to try it once more.  Clown #2 tries again, & says at 

end "oh, I feel a pain".  Clown #1 breaks in & says "Not I feel a pain.  It began to rain.  It began to rain!", at 

which point clown #2 pulls out a squirt gun & shoots #1, chasing #1 off the stage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Owa Tafoo Liam Skit (extra) 
 

Effect:  You teach the audience a 3 word tribal chant.  When they put the sounds together & say them in unison, 

they say “Oh what a fool I am!”  This gag can be done in the show on the audience.   

 

Props:  3 sheets of paper.  Write on them with a sharpee:  “Owa”, “Tafoo”, & “Liam” 

 

Presentation:  “Recently I traveled to the Northern South Sea Islands and was privileged to visit the Molla 

Mollian tribe.  They have a very unusual custom.  Every morning when they wake up, they utter a 3-word chant 

to their God of Morning.  I would like to teach it to you today.   

 

(Pull out the OWA card.)  Please pronounce this with me.  Say “Oh Wah”.  (Have them repeat it several times.)  

Well done.  You sound like real Molla Mollians!  Now try the next one.  (Show Tafoo card.)  “Ta Foo”.  It 

should be pronounced in 2 sylables—Ta Foo.  All together… Very good.   

 

The last word in the chant to the God of Morning is (pull out the last card) “Liam”.  It is pronounced “Lie  Am”.  

Can you try it?  (Audience says it in unison a few times.)   

 

Now, suppose that you happen to find yourself in the Northern South Sea Islands, and come upon a Molla 

Mollian.  Imagine how impressed he’ll be that you know his morning chant!  Let’s put it all together.  Say it 3 

times loudly.  (Audience yells Owa Tafoo Liam.)  And if I was that Molla Mollian, I’d say “you certainly are!” 



   

 
1.  Can you say these 3 

times in a row? 

  

  •  A critical cricket 

critic 

  •  Eleven benevolent  

      elephants 

  •  Unique New York 

  •  Does the wristwatch  

     shop shut soon? 
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     2.   Can you say these  

           3 times in a row? 

 

  •  Cheap ship trips 

  •  Fast Frank fries  

     frankfurters and  

     french fries 

  •  A regal rural ruler  

  •  I thought I thought of  

     thinking of thanking  

     you 
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 3.  Reciting the Alphabet  

      Backward 

 

 Can you recite the 

alphabet backwards? 
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4.  Pear Trick 

 

  How do you make a  

  pear disappear? 
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  5.   6 Cups 
 
Set 6 cups in a row.  3 at 

one end have water, and 3 

at the other end are 

empty.  Challenge: Can 

you in 1 move, make it so 

every other cup has 

water?  
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6.  Lifting Your Left 

Foot 
 

Tell someone you can make it 
so he cannot lift his left foot off 
the ground for more than 2 
seconds! Have him stand with 
the right side of his right foot, 
right shoulder & head all flush 
against the wall.  Ask him to lift 
his left foot for 3 seconds. He 
can’t! 
 

Optional ending:  Show that you 
can!  Stand in a door jamb with 
your right foot, shoulder & head 
against the jamb.  Your secret 
assistant outside grabs your 
belt, enabling you to lift your left 
foot!  The assistant slips away. 
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7.  5 Cups 

 
Set 5 cups in a row.  

The middle 3 have 

water, the end 2 are 

empty.   

 

Challenge:  In 1 move, 

can you make it so 

every other cup has 

water?   
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   8.  Invisible Drinker 
 
Set a cup of water on the 

table.  Bet that you can 

walk out of the room 

and cause the water to 

be gone before you walk 

back in.  No one else 

will touch the cup.   

 

How can you do this?   
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    9.  Ben’s Mother 

 

Show a penny, nickel, 

and dime on your palm.   
 

“Ben’s Mother has 3 

children”, you explain. 

“The first one is named 

‘Diamond Jim’ (push the 

dime forward).  The 

second is named 

‘Nicole’ (push the nickel 

forward).  What is the 

third one’s name? (Point 

to the penny.)”   
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   10.  Coin Puzzle   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Put 6 pennies as above.  

Can you make it so there 

are 4 going across and 4 up 

& down?  No adding or 

removing coins. 
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Solutions 1-10A 

 
3. Turn around & recite  

    the alphabet A-Z   

 

4.  Write “PEAR”.  Add    

     to the front “DISAP” 

 

5.  Pour water from cup  

     2 into cup 4.   

 

7.  Drink the water from  

     the middle cup! 
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Solutions 1-10B 

 

   8.  Crawl back in the  

        room and drink it! 

 

9.    Ben 

 

10.  Put the bottom coin on 

top of the coin at the 

intersection of the row 

and column. 
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Puzzlers  (C) p.1 



 
11.  Off the Ladder 

 

Bob fell off a 20 foot 

ladder onto a concrete 

floor, but didn't get hurt.  

How is this? 
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12.  Turnover Cups    

 

Start with 3 cups in a 

row.  The end two are 

mouth up and the middle 

one is mouth down.  The 

challenge:  To get them 

all mouth down in 3 

moves.  A move consists 

of turning over (any) 2 

cups.  You demonstrate 

being able to get them all 

mouth down in 3 moves.  

Turn the middle cup over 

& invite the spectator to 

try.  He can’t!       
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  13.  Tear Paper in 3 

 

 

 

 
Start with a strip of paper 

with 2 tears running 

halfway down the paper 

(above).  Holding an 

upper corner in each 

hand, can you pull the 

paper apart into 3 pieces 

so you are left holding 1 

piece in each hand, and 

the middle piece falls to 

the floor?  
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14.  A Royal Question 

 

A reporter asked the 

ruler:  "King are you 

sorry you are King?"    

 

1) What's unusual about  

     his question?   

 

2) What is it called? 
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15.  So Fast 

 

I know a guy who is 

so fast, that he can 

walk into his room, 

turn off the light, and 

be in the bed before it 

is dark!  The bed is 

15 feet from his door. 

The light switch is on 

the wall by the door.  

How can he possibly 

do this? 
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 16. Cutting Cards 
 

I’ll bet that you can 

cut the cards 

anywhere you like, 

and I can tell the 

card you cut to—

without touching 

the deck.  Do you 

think I can do this?   
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17. Rope Challenge 

 

 

 

 

 

2 pieces of rope are 

tied together, as 

above.  Can you tie 

a bandana between 

the 2 pieces—

without untying or 

cutting the ropes? 
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18. Book Challenge 

 

 

I’ll bet you can’t touch a 

book inside and outside 

without opening it!   
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19. IDK Band  

 
5 students formed a band 

called the IDKers.  4 were 

from St. Louis, 1 from 

Chicago.  3 had red hair, 1 

had brown hair, and 1 was 

blonde.  Someone asked the 

drummer what IDK stands 

for.  He said "I don't know".  

How do you explain this--

shouldn't he know? 
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20. Not Twins? 

 

Leroy and Clarence are 

brothers.  They were born 

on the same day, in the 

same year, to the same 

parents.  But they are not 

twins.  How is this?   
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Solutions 11-20A 
 

11.  He was standing on the 

bottom rung! 
 

12.  You start with the end 

cups mouth up. But you 

start Spectator with the 
end cups mouth down.  

He won’t notice the 

difference! 
 

13.  Hold the middle in your 

mouth.  After you tear 

the 2 off, let the middle 

piece drop. 
 

14.  Same forward as 

backward.  Palindrome.   
 

15.  It is daytime! 

 

 

Solutions 11-20B 
 

16.  Turn the deck face up.  Put 

a face down card on top, so it 

looks like a face down deck. 
Wherever he cuts, you’ll see 

the card! 

                      

17.                  
    

       
18.  Open it inside the  

       bldg, then outdoors.  
 

  19.   “I Don’t Know” 
   

20.   They are triplets! 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Puzzlers (C)  p.2 

Tie it between the 

untied ends. 
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